ORDERING
• Orders should be placed at least 3-4 weeks before the
desired delivery date. When determining a desired delivery
date, remember to include time for your flooring to acclimate before installation - see the Storage & Acclimation
section below for details.
• When determining the amount of flooring to order, remember to add a 5-15% waste factor, depending on the grade of
the material you’re ordering.
• A 50% deposit is required on all orders. For your convenience we accept all major credit cards. The balance is due
in full upon delivery.
• We will store your flooring for up to one week after the
agreed completion date at no charge.
• In addition to flooring, we offer matching stair treads, casing and baseboard, and other assorted trim. Ask for details
when you place your order!

CONTACT INFO
386 Depot St (Route 103)
PO Box 769
Chester, VT 05143

Local
(802) 875-2550
Toll Free (888) 442-7396
Fax
(802) 875-2101

THE

FLOORING MILL
AT

THEFLOORINGMILL.COM
INFO@THEFLOORINGMILL.COM

Located in the heart of picturesque Chester, VT, we welcome
you to stop by our showroom anytime to see samples of the
various products we offer. We’d also be happy to give you a
tour of our manufacturing facility and warehouse.
Perched at the crest of the hill between Chester Village and
Chester Depot, you will find us on Route 103 (also Depot St.),
about a half mile north of where it separates from Route 11.

STORAGE & ACCLIMATION
• Flooring should be allowed to acclimate to the site conditions for a minimum of 10 days before installation. We supply stickers and instructions for proper air circulation
around the boards.
• Wood expands and contracts depending on the amount of
moisture in the air. It’s important to make sure that the
acclimation area is as close as possible to living condition
so that your floor doesn’t get unsightly gaps in a dry winter
or buckle during a humid summer.
• All sheetrocking, plastering, and painting should be complete and thoroughly dry before the flooring is brought in to
acclimate.
• It’s critical that the flooring is stored in the space it will be
used. Don’t store it in a garage, basement, or other unconditioned space.

Southern Yellow Heart Pine

(802) 875-2550
386 Depot Street, Chester, VT 05143

HARDWOOD

WIDE PINE

THERMORY®

Hardwood is more than a name, it’s a description of the properties of these woods - that’s why they’ve been used for
decades in areas such as gymnasiums. They have stood the test
of time, and you will find their wear characteristic superior to
many other woods and synthetics. The ¾” thick random width
hardwood planks our flooring is made from provide you with
the finest flooring available.

Pine makes a unique and beautiful flooring or paneling. Each
board is hand selected and milled with a square edge for traditional face nailing. Tongue and Groove is available upon
request.

Thermo-T
Treated Wood • Not Engineered • No Chemicals

Select Cherry

Eastern White
Warm colors and large knots produce a character unavailable
in any other material. One of the most natural materials to put
in low traffic rooms where you want a cozy, rustic feel.

Southern Yellow
Strong grain pattern that will complement any warm accented
decor. Approximately twice as hard as Eastern White, this
wood is better suited for flooring.

The Thermory® Dance Collection is solid Ash plank flooring
that is not engineered, but heat- and steam-treated in a chemical-free process called thermal modification that makes it
ideal for use over radiant heating and the only solid wood with
a warranty for gluing directly to concrete.
Thermally-modified wood is more stable than untreated and
engineered wood due to changes in its cellular structure. The
process also cooks out sugars, making it resistant to rot.
Overall, thermo-treated wood is superior to engineered wood.
Two treatment processes yield two lines: Salsa and Tango.

SALSA

TANGO

The Salsa line undergoes a
medium heat treatment, giving it lighter color than the
intensely-treated, more stable
Tango line. If you're satisfied
with the stability of the Salsa
line but want a darker floor,
you can simply apply a dark
finish.

The Tango line undergoes an
intense heat treatment, making it more stable and suitable in moisture-prone areas
such as bathrooms and wet
rooms. If you like the stability of the Tango line but want
a lighter floor, you can finish
the floor with a white oil.

Heart
The center (aka heart) of Southern Yellow Pine trees are golden brown/orange with nice tight knots. Even harder than standard Southern Yellow, it’s only about 5% softer than Red Oak.
Ash

Predominant grain, but lighter than Oak

Birch

Mostly light with red heartwood

Butternut

Warm golden brown tones perfect for paneling

Cherry

A rich, warm addition to any room

Eastern White Pine

Hard Maple One of the hardest woods available; has light
sapwood and some brown heartwood
Hickory

Bold light/brown mix with nice texture

Oak, Red

Strong grain and russet color lend a reassuring
touch to any room

Oak, White Actually more brown than white; takes a stain
very well
Walnut

Rich brown color; ideal for a den or family room

GRADES
Country
The right mixture of tight knots, color variation, and other visually interesting characters fit right into rustic settings.

Select
The subtler character of a clear floor but with color variation
lends the perfect touch for a more traditional look.

Prime
For the most elegant and formal of rooms, you don’t want anything to detract from the rest of the decor. There will be natural color variation, but only the predominant color.

Warranty

Warranty

Over Radiant Heat: up to 5”
Regular Install: up to 7½”

Over Radiant Heat: up to 6”
Regular Install: up to 7½”

ABOUT US

SUSTAINABILITY

Vermont Hardwoods was founded in 1979 as an outlet of quality hardwoods for local craftsmen. As demand dictated, valueadded services were implemented. We are currently in our
fourth location as our growth has generated the need for more
space. Our current 30,000 SF facility has fully weathertight
storage and a temperature- and humidity-controlled shop with
two moulders and all the supporting equipment.

Contrary to popular belief, wood is a sustainable and environmentally friendly resource. Here are a few facts:

With a large warehouse, modern equipment and people who
care about their customers, we guarantee that you will be satisfied with every aspect of your dealings with The Flooring Mill
at Vermont Hardwoods.

• We get all our wood from North American forests, which
are regulated and actually increasing in size
• Using wood products reduces greenhouse gas emissions
because unharvested wood rots, which releases the carbon
dioxide it stored up during its lifetime
• Solid wood floors are long-lasting and can be refinished
multiple times, so they rarely need replacing

